
AKASH KUMAR
Java Beckend Developer

Professional Summary

Projects

Interest

Projects Interest Aspiring Java Developer with a
successful internship at salesken.ai, having a passion for
crafting robust and user-centric software solutions.
carrying in experience in building micro-services,
migrating databases, and debugging both frontend and
backend issues. With a strong track record of exceeding
expectations and a quick learning ability, capable thrive
in interdisciplinary teams and deliver high-quality code.

HTML, CSS, and Javascript
Core Java And Advance Java
Hibernate, SQL, and MySQL
Spring and Spring Boot
C++, PHP, CodeIgniter
Microservices, Debugging
JSP, Java servlett, Spring Sequrity

Soft Skills

Observation.
Decision making.
Team player.
Work ethic.

Full Stack Web Development 
Masai School, Bengaluru ( Full - Time)
March 2022 - Jan 2023

June 2015 - APR 2021

Contact

akash13041997kumar@gmail.com

Durg, Chhattisgarh

+91-7024435656

akashsharma

An email marketing and email based collaboration website.

Writing, Cricket

Hiver Clone

Cab Booking

Tech-Stacks

Developed the login and sign-up part.
Implemented the trip booking API and the mapping part.
Built the customer controller part.
A collaborative project of five members was completed in five
days.

Key Responsibilities

Professional Experience

Java || Spring Boot || Data JPA || MySQL

Online cab booking application which can be used by
customers to login into their profile, update their information
and book cabs.

Tech-Stacks

HTML || CSS || Javascript || Local Storage

Create the login and sign-up page.
Built the landing page.
A collaborative project of five members was completed in six
days.

Key Responsibilities

Salesken.ai |  Tech Intern (Software Development)
March 2023 -  July 2023

Built a micro-service that focuses on analyzing and creating
precise reports on sales representatives and their team's
performance.
Completed successful migration of database from ELK to
PostgreSQL.
Handle debugging and resolving bugs related to both frontend
and backend by collaborating with the QA team.

Key Responsibilities

Diploma in Engineering
Chhattisgarh Swami Vivekananda
Technical University

akashkumar124

Education 

Tech Skills

Github

https://akashkumar124.github.io/Akash-Kumar.github.io/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14lww-7ttGzt307aE0_oJos_ES0NAj4xq/view?usp=share_link
https://rainbow-churros-cbb8c1.netlify.app/
https://github.com/MAYURESHBAILURKAR/puffy-rain-1236
https://github.com/akashkumar124/Online-Cab
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akashkumar-sharma/
https://github.com/akashkumar124
http://gmail.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akashkumar-sharma/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14lww-7ttGzt307aE0_oJos_ES0NAj4xq/view?usp=sharing
https://akashkumar124.github.io/Akash-Kumar.github.io/
https://github.com/akashkumar124

